
Subject: Re: New RJP 3.5.9 and RSS 2.8.30 Updates
From: JB <starmanjb@comcast.net>
Date: 02/28/2017 00:24
To: Dave Typinski <davetyp@typnet.net>

http://radiosky.com/spec/Spectrograph_Update_2_8_30.exe

On 2/28/2017 05:23, Dave Typinski wrote:
Uh-oh #2.

Jim, I'm using RSS 2.2.25.  There is no Help -> Check for Updates menu item in that version.  Others
may have the same issue.

Can you please provide us with a direct download link?  Thansk!

-- 
Dave

On 02/28/2017 00:10, Jim Sky wrote:
New Radio Jupiter Pro version 3.5.9

/down load and run http://radiosky.com/rjp3/rjp_update_3_5_9.exe/

New Radio-Sky Spectrograph 2.8.30

In Radio-Sky Spectrograph please go to *Help / Check for Updates*

======================================================================

That's right I'm living dangerously - 2 updates in one day.

There is a reason for it though.  This update affects the transfer of data
between RJP and RSS.  I did this mainly to help those folks who spend so much
time putting together those nice observation reports for us to look at.  It is
very possible it won't be useful at all but please give it a look because I put
a couple of days in it.  Hopefully it will make documentation a bit easier.

Basically, this update allows you to right click on the top spectrum display in
RSS and bring up the three common RJP displays I see in your reports. Of course
it does this for the time corresponding to where you clicked on on the spectrogram.

The camera button has been restored and now is available on each of the RJP
displays.  When you click that camera button, a snapshot is taken of the
graphical area of the display and placed on to the Windows clipboard. After
snapshot-ing the chart to the clipboard, it is then an easy matter to right
click on your document and paste (CTRL+V) the image in.  No typing and no extra
image files being saved.
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